Reinvent security
HP Secure Managed Print Services

64%
of IT managers state
their printers are likely
infected with malware 1

73%

of CISOs expect a major
security breach within
a year 2

26%

of all significant data
breaches reported by IT
managers involved their
printers 3
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Get the strongest, most
comprehensive print security
in the industry5
Cybercrime, internal breaches, compliance infringement and more can hurt your business. In
addition to expensive fines and lawsuits, a security breach can result in a damaged reputation and
loss of revenue.
Due to the growing sophistication and perseverance of cybercriminals, network firewalls are proving
to be insufficient security measures. Organizations need to fortify their endpoints behind the
firewall, including network printers. But print security can be complicated. Enterprise-level
multifunction printers (MFPs) have more than 250 security settings. Keeping devices, data, and
documents secure across the fleet requires specialized knowledge and can be time-consuming.
Let HP Secure Managed Print Services (MPS) manage security so you can focus on your core
business. You can count on HP MPS to help assess your risks, secure and manage your fleet,
maintain printer security compliance, and keep everything up to date with the latest protections.
HP JetAdvantage Security Manager
A key part of the HP Secure MPS offering is
HP JetAdvantage Security Manager, the most
comprehensive printing security solution in the
market. Buyers Laboratory (BLI) calls it
trailblazing. 4 This powerful solution automatically
remediates devices to conform with your printing
policies—including new devices when added to
the network—and provides proof-of-compliance
reporting.

Partner with a leader in print security
HP is taking the lead to provide technologies and services that reduce the burden on IT while
improving security across your print environment. Only HP print security offers real-time threat
detection, automated monitoring, and built-in software validation. 6
We infuse security into every aspect of HP Managed Print Services. We have expanded staff training
and evolved our delivery processes to address the top security controls around device hardening,
maintenance, data encryption, and built-in malware protection in our devices. Get better visibility to
the security status of your fleet with expanded security reporting.

Get end-to-end security assistance
Strengthen compliance
HP Secure MPS provides the expertise to help you
prove compliance and avoid costly fines with
documented plans and visibility into print fleet
security status. We can help you meet compliance
and industry regulations such as CSA-CCM, FFIEC,
HIPAA, HPi MPS, ISO27001, or NIST:
• Security controls and procedures documented
and maintained for all systems
• Print fleet infrastructure regularly scanned for
vulnerabilities and remediated
• Controls in place to protect systems from
viruses and malicious code
• All sensitive information encrypted at rest and
in transit
• Printer fleet systems reporting compliance
data

Add HP Print Security Professional Services to your Secure MPS contract to get further layers of
protection. Credentialed security advisors can help co-develop and deploy a custom plan to advance
your print security to address people, processes, and compliance requirements.
• HP Print Security Advisory Services can help assess your risks, develop a custom print security

policy, and make process and technology recommendations for improved security.
• HP Print Security Implementation Services can help you roll out your security action plan—

deploy security settings, add security enhancements like device certificates, and integrate
printers into SIEM tools such as ArcSight, Splunk, or SIEMonster.
• HP Print Security Advisory Retainer Service provides on-going access to advisors to evaluate your

security plans on a regular basis, plus ad hoc support for compliance audits.
• HP Print Security Governance and Compliance Service provides trained experts to monitor and

manage print security compliance for you.
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HP Secure MPS can help you close the security gap
Critical gaps can occur at multiple points within your environment. Creating a complete imaging and
printing security strategy requires coordinated protection of devices, data, and documents, plus
comprehensive security monitoring and reporting solutions. With HP Secure MPS, you’re more
secure on every level, so the trouble that’s out there stays out.

Figure 1. Imaging and printing vulnerability points

Storage media
Imaging and printing devices
store sensitive information on
internal drives or hard disks,
which can be accessed if not
protected

Capture
MFPs can easily capture and
route jobs to many
destinations, potentially
exposing sensitive data

Cloud-based access
Unsecured cloud
connectivity may expose
data to unauthorized users

Control panel
Users can exploit imaging
and printing device settings
and functions from an
unsecured control panel, and
even disable the device

BIOS and firmware
Firmware that becomes
compromised during
startup or while running
could open a device and
the network to attack

Ports and protocols
Unauthorized users can
access the device via
unsecured USB or network
ports or via unsecured
protocols (such as FTP or
Telnet)

Output tray
The output tray is the most
common place for sensitive
documents to fall into the
wrong hands

Mobile printing
Employees who print on
the go may accidentally
expose data, or leave
printouts unsecured

Input tray
Special media for printing
checks, prescriptions, and
other sensitive documents
can be tampered with or
stolen from an unsecured
tray
Management
Without adequate monitoring,
security blind spots across your
fleet may remain undetected
and increase costly data risks

Network
Printing and imaging jobs
can be intercepted as they
travel over the network
to/from a device
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Comprehensive security comes from layering defenses
Your network firewall isn’t enough to protect your endpoints. That’s why HP Secure MPS provides the world’s most secure printers,6 with built-in,
self-healing malware protection. (For details, see hp.com/go/PrintersThatProtect.) But print security isn’t just about securing your devices.
HP Secure MPS helps you build layers of defense from the inside out, based on overall security best practices. We can help you deploy a customized
strategy to secure data and documents, monitor for threats, and maintain your print security over time.
Secure printers and MFPs
Built-in malware protection
Encrypted hard drives

Device and data hardening
Admin passwords
Firmware updates
Configuration of interfaces and credentials
Data in transit encryption
Hard disk erase

Monitor for threats
Fleet assessment and monitoring
SIEM integration

Access controls
Incremental authentication
Pull printing
Role-based authorization

Custom requirements
Process and workflow changes
Job tracking and accounting
Anti-fraud, anti-counterfeit solutions
Physical locks

Network security

